
A Short Interview with Omar Al-Nakib, poet of Kuwait, with Kent Johnson  

 

Dispatches: Omar, the series of quatrains we are publishing at Dispatches from the Poetry Wars were 
sent to us by an old friend of mine, the poet and critic David Hadbawnik, who teaches at the 
American University of Kuwait, where you study, in Kuwait City. Mike Boughn and I were thrilled 

We think our readers will be delighted, too. To start, then, could you please introduce yourself a bit? 
Tell us something about yourself and about your life so far in poetry. David tells me you are around 

 and what your main poetic 
influences have been thus far?  

Omar Al-Nakib: Thanks so much for the kind words, Kent. And, yes, David is absolutely 
tremendous. 

-Nakib
David gave the wrong age; twenty-two, actuallytwo, actually

kept me. Almost out, though; a year, maybe, give it. But I was always writing, 
always read ever since I could and ever since a kindergarten mispronunciation of water as ˈwætɚ read 
seriously. You fuck up water you become vigilant. It sounds very cute and precious, but at the time I 

water. Mindful from then on. So I read, and out of sheer love kept reading, 
but never poetry. If anything, I actively disliked poetry. Hot pap and wank was what poetry was to 
me pastiche it was so 
mudded. That first year of uni was all Burroughs, Mishima, and Joyce; completely word-drunk, 
taking out hyphens. Particularly embarrassing output. Second year was DeLillo and Robbe-Grillet 
and from Joyce leftovers. Just this bloodless mess. The third year Sherwood Anderson Thomas 
Bernhard hodgepodge I bungled into soft New Yorker. Fourth year was Denton Welch and 
Katherine Mansfield, and that summer (last summer), I joined this band and tried my hand at 
writing lyrics in secret. We split. I keep writing lyrics; I like the form. And I can write freely now, 
really manner I start saving 
word docs as [TITLE] instead of [TITLE] LYRICS 

of Epigrams edited by a Rev. John Booth. 

Dispatches: s funny: the first poetic influence you mention is 
Catullus, and your email came in just as I was in midst of pondering something on Louis and Celia 

- t know if yo
 rendering of Catullus  find it--and L. Zukofsky more 

generally--of particular interest. Anyway, and : I know 
that English is widely taught and spoken in Kuwait, but can you give us some idea how a 22-year-



old man whose native language is Arabic comes to have a knowledge and written fluency of English 
that would seem to exceed that of 99.9% of native U.S. speakers? Did you learn it all in Kuwait, or 
did you have some kind of Pessoan childhood immersion abroad in the language? And, too: How 
much of your writing is done in English, vis-a-vis Arabic? 

Omar Al-Nakib: Never read ZukofskyNever read Zukofsky David brought him up a while back, said he was good, but 
really extolled Niedecker. Now reading Niedecker, one can only 
good. Synamism, my God. Zukofsky and Pessoa I should read. 

But, yeah, Arabic. I'm a bad example, Kent. My Arabic's atrophied. I mean, I understand it almost 
perfectly, I can get by and tell cabs when to take that left to make the U-turn and all, and curse, I 
know how to curse really well but, and it's strange, I took to English intensely when I was younger. 
And it's not like we as a family'd travel much. Up until I was 17, the only English-speaking place 
we'd visit, very Kuwaitily, was London for 5 weeks during summer but my English didn't develop 
there (I was with my family most of t
others at all). I'd haul back with me a library. I'd buy and buy and buy and what I bought would 
hold me over until those next five weeks a year later. The English developed in-between trips. And 
I've been watching The Simpsons all 
at the expense of my Arabic, of course. Own damn fault because it's not one or the other. The guy 

 fusha speaks English as well as I do. We were all in 
the pool and he read Quesadilla Explosion at every timbre. I can't even hack dialect. You've the great 
honor of speaking to the family idiot.  

Dispatches: Lorine Niedecker! Here I am picking up on your mentions and beginning to sound 
competitive in the references. But this is unexpected fun: I've spent a decent amount of time hanging 
around her nearby hometown of Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, where her personal books, writing table, 
and other items are exhibited in a lovely room at the city library. Her family homestead on Black 
Hawk Island is a State Historical Site. One of the old supper clubs in town (the late Club 26, where 
she used to regularly go) had a special drink called the "Lorine Niedecker." The menu described it 
thus: "Lay your knickers on the deck." A signed, smoke-stained poster of her poem "Club 26" was 
up on the wall. And most definitely, young poet, you must soon read Fernando Pessoa and his many 
poet-persons (Pessoa actually means "Person" in Portuguese, incredibly enough). 

Could you tell us anything you can about your experience so far with the current poetry scene of 
Kuwait, Omar? Have you been publishing and where? How many poets in your country write, like 
you, in English? To ask again, do you also write in Arabic, even though, as you claim, your Arabic is 
"atrophied"?  Who are the Kuwaiti and Arabic poets you read? Are you in active contact with other 
poets, in Kuwait or elsewhere? Tell us what you can, ignorant as we are, about the current world of 
poetry there, in relation to you--if you have engaged it actively yet, at your still-young age. Forgive 
us all these questions! And forgive us our ignorance, also, please. 



Omar Al-Nakib: I'm a little too Occidental (and none too proud of it). I don't write in Arabic, and 

about it. I don't know a thing about poetry here, in general. I don't really talk to other poets or 
artists; I'm not part of any community, literary or otherwise. I'm cut off from the artistic world at 
large. The only poet I've spoken to ever is David and that's only because a classmate asked if I'd like 
to part of the judging panel for AUK's literary review and the meeting was to take place in this 
David's office. That JB Yeats quote Will Self keeps bringing up, "Poetry is the social act of the 
solitary man" I take an aggressively solitary stance. A lotta I'm my own sovereignty hoohah. Literary 
Macho Man Randy Savage bullshit, God rest his soul, or less Kabuki Daniel Plainview. I'm suspect 
of others my age who write. No commiserating with fellow trainees. No compliments. My best 
friend and I have this thing: you can't tell a peer what a hell of a voice you have. Bruce Springsteen 
can tell Bette Midler but not you-to-peer yet. Wait till you're a little up there, or they're a little up 
there, or till you're you manqué(e). All this, I'm very sure, is to disguise the terrible aloneness 
as arrangement. Catering to it's probably only bad. I'm trying to shake it off. But slam's getting 
popular over here. In English. It's just not my thing. 

Dispatches: Well, what about later 20th century and current English-language poets, Omar? Who 
have you been reading? Who do you like and why? Any info in that regard would be interesting to 
our readers. And as for the satirical quatrains we are publishing, which strike us, in total, as a kind of 
tour de force of style and wit, what are some influences behind them, old or new, if you can point to 
any (I imagine there must be some--Pope? Translations into English from Latin?) David has also told 
me you are a fan of the prose writer David Markson. That's interesting. He's more like a cult author 
in the U.S. How did you come across him? Are you writing any fiction yourself? 

Omar Al-Nakib: There isn't much Pope. Of course, I've read Pope, done my homework, but 
haven't done enough to make him stick. Not yet, at least. Soon.  

 
As for Markson, David Foster Wallace's Overlooked Salon article introduced me to Wittgenstein's 
Mistress (and to Gass and to Kosinski). I picked it up during my last London visit and after burning 
through it became desperate for more Markson. Found Springer's Progress and This is not a Novel 
(sadly, the only part of the Notecard Quartet I've read Amazon's out of the question. I don't have 
a pre-paid VISA), and the latter was so good I think it ruined me a little. It's heartbreaking someone 
so good's just cult. 

I'm not one for late-20th-century-to-contemporary poetry. Prose maybe, but poetry not so much. 
No real reason but the default has always been start at an end and trudge from there. If you 
consider the lyrics of Scott Walker post-Tilt poetry he's my contemporary guy. Corps de Blah is 
something. Eukaryotic gobbler of gavotte. He's a lot to do with the Toddler Quatrains--which came 
about through this guilt: all these delicious words collected throughout reading and listening 

 Can't not use them but no receptacle's fit 
enough for su k in prose. It'd compromise anybody, these words. It's 



Tracey Ullman memorizing the dictionary in Small Time Crooks. One mustn't. So salvage them in 
children's poetry as last-line fuck-up and try for euphony. 

Bentley's Columbus clerihew cinched it when I read it: 

 

 

But I am a little annoyed 

 

Dispatches: your knowledge of current poetry hereabouts partly 
growing interest, among poets of innovative tendencies, towards the sonic and conceptual resources 
of rhyme and meter not least for what is found in the traditions of ballad and limerick. I suspect 
they will find your work here of considerable interest. 

And speaking of such, l turn to your quatrains now. Thank you so much, Omar. 
you, be assured! 

 

Read Omar Al-  oetry: 

http://dispatchespoetry.com/articles/poetry/2017/04/1200 

 

 




